Measuring porosities of chromatographic columns utilizing a mass-based total pore-blocking method: Superficially porous particles and pore-blocking critical pressure mechanism.
Experimentally determined total, interstitial and intraparticle porosity values are necessary to equate theory, simulation and experimental column performance. This paper reports a study of a mass-based technique for determining total, interstitial and intraparticle porosity measurements based on the total pore-blocking (TPB) method. Commercially available superficially porous particle (SPP) columns, in a variety of small-pore and wide-pore materials, with both hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces, are utilized as samples. The results are compared with previously determined literature values for a number of columns and contrasted with HPLC-based elution methods. This method uses only a high-precision balance and an HPLC pump. A simple theoretical analysis of the TPB method using the Young-Laplace equation shows the pressure bounds and flow rate constraints of the method which ensure pore blocking stability. The results suggest that particles with small-pore diameters can be analyzed over a range of solvent clearing pressures and flow rates. However, wide-pore materials, typically with pore diameters in excess of 400 Å, have very low critical pressures and are difficult to determine without losing the pore blocking component. Small mass differences between clearing solvents are shown to present a challenge for measuring the interstitial volume.